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A B S T R A C T

One of the main objectives of the Spanish and Portuguese-Speaking Group of the International Society for

Forensic Genetics (GHEP-ISFG) is to promote and contribute to the development and dissemination of

scientific knowledge in the area of forensic genetics. Due to this fact, GHEP-ISFG holds different working

commissions that are set up to develop activities in scientific aspects of general interest. One of them, the

Mixture Commission of GHEP-ISFG, has organized annually, since 2009, a collaborative exercise on

analysis and interpretation of autosomal short tandem repeat (STR) mixture profiles. Until now, three

exercises have been organized (GHEP-MIX01, GHEP-MIX02 and GHEP-MIX03), with 32, 24 and 17

participant laboratories respectively. The exercise aims to give a general vision by addressing, through

the proposal of mock cases, aspects related to the edition of mixture profiles and the statistical treatment.

The main conclusions obtained from these exercises may be summarized as follows. Firstly, the data

show an increased tendency of the laboratories toward validation of DNA mixture profiles analysis

following international recommendations (ISO/IEC 17025:2005). Secondly, the majority of discrepancies

are mainly encountered in stutters positions (53.4%, 96.0% and 74.9%, respectively for the three editions).

On the other hand, the results submitted reveal the importance of performing duplicate analysis by using

different kits in order to reduce errors as much as possible. Regarding the statistical aspect (GHEP-MIX02

and 03), all participants employed the likelihood ratio (LR) parameter to evaluate the statistical

compatibility and the formulas employed were quite similar. When the hypotheses to evaluate the LR

value were locked by the coordinators (GHEP-MIX02) the results revealed a minor number of

discrepancies that were mainly due to clerical reasons. However, the GHEP-MIX03 exercise allowed the

participants to freely come up with their own hypotheses to calculate the LR value. In this situation the

laboratories reported several options to explain the mock cases proposed and therefore significant

differences between the final LR values were obtained. Complete information concerning the background

of the criminal case is a critical aspect in order to select the adequate hypotheses to calculate the LR value.

Although this should be a task for the judicial court to decide, it is important for the expert to account for

the different possibilities and scenarios, and also offer this expertise to the judge. In addition, continuing

education in the analysis and interpretation of mixture DNA profiles may also be a priority for the vast

majority of forensic laboratories.

� 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Currently, the analysis and interpretation of genetic profiles
generated from autosomal short tandem repeat markers (STRs) is a
well standardized practice in the field of forensics, which has been
used by hundreds of laboratories around the world to aid the
resolution of cases in the criminal and civil sphere [1–3], for several
decades. At the same time, there have been important advances,
namely technological and methodological improvements for the
study and analysis of this type of markers (STRs). However, in
certain complex DNA mixture profiles, where some of the
components are found in limiting amounts or are affected by
degradation, the interpretation and evaluation becomes a difficult
task and not exempt of errors, and sometimes involving a
subjective opinion due to such complexity.

Several scientific working groups have published recommen-
dations and guidelines to address the analysis and assessment of
this type of profile [4–11]. However, despite them, the interpreta-
tive difficulty and the lack of a single criterion constitute important
challenges for the laboratories to cope with. Different computer
programs have been developed over the past years (e.g. DNAMIX

[12], Grape [13], LRmix [14,15]) that have favored, without any
doubt, the evaluation of this type of profiles. Currently, most of the
software are under a validation process by the forensic community.

GHEP-ISFG develops its scientific activity in various matters by
organizing different collaborative exercises on specific issues (e.g.
mtDNA, SNPs, mixture DNA analysis) which are coordinated by
various working committees specifically created for that purpose.
During the 2009 Annual Assembly of the GHEP-ISFG, members
agreed upon the creation of a Commission (Mixture Commission of
the GHEP-ISFG) with the aim of looking into the issue, which
involves the analysis of mixture DNA profiles. Within the activities
of this Commission, addressed to laboratories with GHEP-ISFG
members, collaborative exercises based on mixture profiles are
considered as an important tool toward standardization in the
analysis and interpretation of this type of profile. The fourth
edition of this type of exercise (results still in evaluation phase)
was held during the year 2013. These exercises have been named
with the acronym GHEP-MIX (GHEP-MIX01 in 2010, GHEP-MIX02
in 2011 and GHEP-MIX03 in 2012) for the first three editions.

The main objective of this exercise is to provide the opportunity
for laboratories to contrast with each other their systematic
analysis and interpretation of mixture profiles, as well as to check
the statistical treatment used. Moreover, the exercise includes a
didactic aspect, which tries to reveal some limiting factors in the
interpretation of mixture profiles that can compromise the final
result (proportion of contributors, thresholds values employed,
approaches of hypothesis and mathematical treatment in the
statistical assessment of the result). The exercises that were
proposed had different designs, each one of them focusing on
different basic aspects. This paper shows the results and conclusions
that have been generated over the three editions of the exercise.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

This collaborative exercise was open to all laboratories with
GHEP-ISFG members. Throughout the three editions carried out
since 2009, a total of 43 laboratories from 12 different countries
(Spain, Portugal, Costa Rica, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Ecuador,
Colombia, Chile, Italy, France and Venezuela), have been involved,
many of which have participated in the 3 editions: 32 laboratories
took part in the GHEP-MIX01; in the GHEP-MIX02, 24 laboratories;
and in the latest edition of GHEP-MIX03, 17 laboratories. Although
most of the participants developed their work in the criminal field,
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there was a small group of them that exclusively performed
paternity testing (4). The laboratories either belonged to public
institutions (justice, health and university) (30) or to private
companies (13).

2.2. Exercise scheme

The three exercises were organized and coordinated by the
Mixture Commission of the GHEP-ISFG. All exercises had a
common denominator, since in all cases raw data files (fsa format),
containing the genetic typing of the samples under study, were
made available to participating laboratories, as well as positive and
negative controls, allelic ladders used in the electrophoresis and
also matrix files for data analysis. Additionally, each exercise
included a questionnaire where various issues were asked that
dealt with the characteristics of the laboratory, as well as the
technical criteria used in the interpretation of profiles and
statistical estimation.

The structure of the three exercises varied slightly (Table 1). In
the first exercise (GHEP-MIX01), organizers requested participants
to report the results of two DNA mixtures under a dual perspective
of profiles. Firstly, how the result would be informed in a judicial
report and secondly, given the possibility of introducing the profile
in a criminal database for investigation purposes, how this would
be reported.

The second and third edition of the exercise (GHEP-MIX02 and
GHEP-MIX03) included an additional block consisting of mock
cases for evaluating issues related to the statistical treatment of the
mixture profiles (calculation of LR values for a certain number of
markers and the hypothesis approach).

2.3. Samples

A total of 9 samples were analyzed in the three editions of the
exercise: 4 (GHEP-MIX01), 2 (GHEP-MIX02) and 3 (GHEP-MIX03)
respectively. Mixtures were prepared artificially using DNA
extracted from buccal epithelium samples provided by anonymous
donors. DNA extracts had been previously quantified in duplicate
(Quantifiler1 Duo), in order to optimize as much as possible the
correct ratio between the components of the mixture. The
proportion and the number of contributors of the mixture samples
were variable. Once the mixture sample was set up in the work
proportion, the DNA extract was quantified again for estimating
the optimal DNA input to be employed in the amplification
reaction. These extracts were analyzed with different commercial
kits depending on the edition of the exercise; therefore, all
participants could freely analyze the kit or kits that are usually
employed in their respective laboratories for the resolution of their
routine forensic cases. It is also worth mentioning that the
complexity of the sample mixture increased year after year, based
on the relationship between contributors, the number of them and
also depending on the specific profiles of the various components
of the sample.
Table 1
General scheme of every collaborative exercise edition.

GHEP-MIX01 GHEP-MIX02 GHEP-MIX03

General aspects. Participants

characterization

X X X

Technical aspects. Edition tools X X X

Statistical aspects X X X

Results of mixture edition X X X

Statistical treatment.

Mock cases

X X

Locked hypothesis X

Open hypothesis X
In the GHEP-MIX01 exercise, the participants performed
analysis for a total of 4 samples of two components: M1 (1:5,
female–male), M2 (1:10, female–female), M3 (1:1, female–male)
and M4 (5:1, female–male). The samples were typed with the
following kits: AmpFlSTR1 Identifiler1 and PowerPlex1 16 System.
In the second exercise (GHEP-MIX02), 2 mixture samples were
analyzed, consisting of two and three contributors respectively,
which were amplified exclusively with the AmpFlSTR1 Identifiler

kit1: M1 (1:5, male–female) and M2 (2:1:1, female–male–male).
In the last edition (GHEP-MIX03), 3 samples were analyzed, which
were tested for kits AmpFlSTR1 Identifiler1 Plus and AmpFlSTR1

NGMTM: M1 (1:5, female–male), M2 (1:10, female–female) and M3
(1:3:7, female–male–male).

2.4. Questionnaire design

Along with the electronic files (raw data), a questionnaire was
also provided to the laboratories with the main goal of collecting
information regarding general aspects related to the character-
istics of the laboratory (e.g. type of routine cases analyzed in the
laboratory, use of automated systems in the analysis of mixtures,
validation of the method used to interpret profiles mixture),
methodological issues that deal with the interpretation of the
mixture profile (e.g. employment or not of threshold values and, if
that is the case, values used for analytical, stochastic and stutter
threshold, criteria for identification of a mixture profile, software
used in the analysis of the profile), and also aspects related to the
statistical treatment (use of the LR value or any other statistical
parameter for statistical evaluation of the result, bibliographic
references to carry out the statistical calculation; application or not
of any software for the calculation of the LR). Regarding the results
obtained for the different samples, the questionnaire also included
tables for reporting their profiles.

With reference to the block concerning the statistical treatment
and interpretation (GHEP-MIX02 and 03) the organizers proposed
a number of practical cases, in which a hypothetical situation was
described, and the genetic profiles from contributors to the
mixture (victim and suspect/s) were also provided. Specifically, in
the GHEP-MIX02 exercise, closed hypotheses were set out, and the
participants only had to perform the statistical calculation of the
partial LR for each STR marker, reporting the formulas usually used
in their own laboratory.

However, in the GHEP-MIX03 exercise, the participating
laboratories were free to outline their own hypotheses, which
had to be justified. In both exercises, and to avoid excessive
dispersion of the results generated by each laboratory, the
organizers of the exercise provided participants with a table of
allele frequencies to be used in the calculations.

2.5. Classification of discrepancies

To facilitate the analysis of the discrepancies reported by
laboratories with respect to the expected result, they were
classified into three groups, with variables in some of these
groups (Slide 1, Appendix A):

Group A: those which take place at a stutter position (n � 4,
n + 4 or n � 3, n + 3).
�A: No report of a real allele which is located at a stutter
position, which represents a false allelic loss in the genetic
profile.
+A: Report of a non-existent allele (actual stutter peak), which
represents a false allelic gain in the genetic profile.
Group B: those which occur in a non-stutter position.
�B: No report of a real allele in a non-stutter position, which
represents a false allelic loss in the genetic profile.
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+B: Report of a non-existent allele in a non-stutter position,
which represents a false allelic gain in the genetic profile.
Group C: discrepancies attributable to an incorrect transcrip-
tion.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Participants characterization

Extensive details about the questionnaire answers are given in
Tables S1, S2 and S3, in the supplementary data of Appendix A.

Firstly, in accordance with the information provided through
the questionnaire by the participating laboratories, the vast
majority of them developed their activity both in the criminal
and in the civil fields (paternity testing); GHEP-MIX01 �75%,
GHEP-MIX02 �75% and GHEP-MIX03 �88.2%. On the other hand,
in the first and second edition of the exercise the number of
participating laboratories performing cases exclusively in civil
matters was a minority, 9.4% and 12.5% respectively. In fact, these
laboratories did not participate in the third edition.

Another question included in the questionnaire referred to
the incorporation of genetic profiles in DNA databases. In the
first two editions of the exercise, the great majority of the
laboratories did not send their genetic profiles to any database
(59.4% and 45.8%). However, in the last edition (GHEP-MIX03),
these laboratories were just representing 23.5% (Table S1,
Appendix A).

Participants were asked if in their routine casework results
for mixture profiles were issued. Most of the laboratories
answered this question affirmatively, 43.8%, 66.7%, and 70.6% for
the three editions of the exercise, respectively. A minority of
them claimed to carry out the interpretation of this type of
profile exclusively in cases where reference samples were
available (28.1%, 20.8% and 17.6%). On the other hand,
laboratories were asked about what is done with such genetic
mixture profiles, and most of the laboratories, in the three
editions, replied that this kind of profile was only registered in
the final report emitted to the court (46.9%, 41.7% and 47.1%). In
the latest edition, 35.3% of participants apart from including the
mixture DNA profile in the report, they would also send it to a
national DNA database.

When participants were asked about how they had performed
the allelic assignments of the mixture components throughout the
whole three editions, only 19.2% had fulfilled the task by using a
specific software, 43.8% had done it manually, and 34.2% had
carried it out both manually as well as using a software. It is
noteworthy that with regards to this question, an evolution was
noticeable (Table S1, Appendix A). In the last edition of the exercise
(GHEP-MIX03), only 11.8% of the participating laboratories would
perform an allelic assignment manually, 35.3% corresponds to an
exclusively automatic assignment, while 52.9% of the participants
employed both strategies. This last information seems more
consistent with the reality of the daily practice of a forensic
laboratory.

Finally, the questionnaire of the exercise requested the
participants if the criteria used to carry out the interpretation of
mixture profiles had been validated according to international
requirements [16,17]. The majority of the participating laborato-
ries answered negatively (81.3, 87.5 and 29.4%, respectively)
opposite to those which replied positively (15.6, 12.5 and 23.5%).
However, the data show that in the third edition of the exercise
there was a significant increase in the number of laboratories that
were validating their methods of analysis for the study of mixture
profiles. This fact gives an idea of the need and the awareness of the
laboratories, to carry out a specific validation procedure for this
type of analysis.
3.2. Profile characterization

3.2.1. Parameters used for the analysis of profiles

Table S2 (Appendix A) shows detailed information about this
part of the questionnaire.

The questionnaire included a second block of questions related
to technical and methodological aspects used to edit the mixture
profiles of the exercise (i.e. threshold analysis used, software
employed and criteria to characterize a profile as a mixture). Also,
in this block of questions, participants were inquired about the
main difficulties that they usually faced to carry out the
interpretation of this type of mixture profiles.

Firstly, regarding the software used for editing the electro-
pherograms (EPGs) of the samples, most of the participating
laboratories employed one of the GeneMapperTM (Applied Biosys-
tems) software versions. However, other programs were also used
but in minor numbers (GeneScan1, Genotyper1 or Peak ScannerTM

software).
Concerning the criteria used to define profile as a mixture, there

is great variability among the participating laboratories, and it is
clear that there is no unique criterion (Table S2, Appendix A). In
fact, the responses indicate that the majority of the laboratories did
not employ a single criterion, but a combination of several to
recognize a profile as a mixture. Most of the participants, namely
31.3%, 20.8% and 64.7% (GHEP-MIX01, 02 and 03, respectively)
considered that two conditions should be met to characterize a
profile as a mixture: on one hand, the presence of at least two
genetic markers with at least 3 alleles each and; on the other hand,
the existence of allele imbalance. This last criterion highlights the
need for a validation of this type of profile in order to know what
can help categorize a genetic profile as a mixture (e.g. heterozy-
gous peak height ratios). However, it is well known that the use of
thresholds for carrying out the evaluation of genetic profiles is not
risk-free and it may sometimes lead to erroneous conclusions
[9,18,19]. In spite of this, the use of thresholds helps laboratories
make decisions when issuing a conclusion on a genetic profile.
Accordingly, the laboratories were asked about the relative
fluorescence units (RFU) value employed for the analytical
threshold [9,20]. In this case, it seems that there was enough
consensus among laboratories, since most of the participants in the
three editions (65.5%, 75% and 88.2%) established that value at
50 RFUs.

It is very frequent that stutter positions in mixture profiles
involve some interpretative difficulty because sometimes it is not
easy to distinguish between a real allele or an artifact (stutter). In
this regard, participants were questioned about when a possible
peak detected in a stutter position was assigned as a true allele,
regardless that these were in position n � 4 (n � 3 in the case of the
D22S1045 marker). Once again in this question the variability of
the responses from the participants (Table S2, Appendix A),
showed the lack of a single criterion. Nevertheless, the main
responses were: ‘‘Only those that exceed 15% of the main allele’’ –
this represented 25% (GHEP-MIX01), 29.2% (GHEP-MIX02) and
11.8% (GHEP-MIX03), and ‘‘the assignment was variable depending
on the STR marker’’, involving 40.6%, 37.5% and 47.1% respectively
for the three editions. On the other hand, some participants
employed different combinations of criteria simultaneously to be
able to distinguish between real peaks and stutters (Table S2,
Appendix A). Again, the answers highlight the important signifi-
cant diversity of criteria used, that most certainly had an impact on
the reported profile by the different laboratories on the three
exercises. Finally, to close this section, when participants were
asked about the main obstacles they encounter in interpreting
mixed profiles, the answers denoted that the main problems were
the lack of a single criterion within the same laboratory, as well as
the lack of the necessary and suitable training.



Table 2
Discrepancies distribution on GHEP-MIX01 exercise. The keys for each group appear in point 2.5 in this paper.

GHEP-MIX01 (N = 32)

M1 (1:5) M2 (1:10) M3 (1:1) M4 (1:5) Total

n % n % n % n % n %

Group A

�A 31 37.3 21 13.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 52 19.8

+A 10 12.0 69 42.6 5 71.4 4 40.0 88 33.6

Group B

�B 1 1.2 70 43.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 71 27.1

+B 40 48.2 2 1.2 1 14.3 6 60.0 49 18.7

Group C

C 1 1.2 0 0.0 1 14.3 0 0.0 2 0.8

Total 83 31.7 162 61.8 7 2.7 10 3.8 262 Discrepancies
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3.2.2. Statistical aspects

The GHEP-MIX02 and GHEP-MIX03 exercises included a section
consisting of carrying out a statistical assessment of the
compatibility between undoubted genetic profiles (reference
samples from the victim and/or suspect/s) and the mixture
profiles corresponding to samples sent in the context of the mock
cases. In this sense, following the recommendations of the ISFG [5],
all participants employed the likelihood ratio statistic (LR) as the
most appropriate approach for statistical evaluation. Taking into
account this circumstance, one last question was outlined to the
participating laboratories about how the calculation of the LR was
performed (Table S3, Appendix A). A significant number of the
participants (45.8% and 47.1%) exclusively employed commercial
software (GeneMapper1 ID-X Software, Software package Grape,
BDGen), whereas the number of participants who used simulta-
neously manual and automatic methods corresponds to nearly a
quarter of the laboratories (25% and 23.5%). Thus, laboratories
reported that the formulas applied were taken mainly from Evett
et al. [21], Weir et al. [22] and Gill et al. [5].

3.2.3. Discrepancies on edition

Tables 2–4 show detailed data regarding the types of
discrepancies detected in the various editions of the exercise.
The kind of mistake reported was varied and the percentage of
their occurrence depended on different factors (number, propor-
tion and genotype of contributors and usage or not of confirmation
through various reviews of the same marker with different kits).

3.2.3.1. Collaborative exercise GHEP-MIX01. In the first edition of
exercise, for the four samples analyzed, discrepancies of type A
(position stutter) and B (position not stutter) were similarly
distributed, 53.4% and 45.8% respectively. Considering the differ-
ent type of profiles analyzed, most discrepancies of the exercise
Table 3
Discrepancies distribution on GHEP-MIX02 exercise. The keys for each group

appear in point 2.5 in this paper.

GHEP-MIX02 (N = 24)

M1 (1:5) M2 (2:1:1) Total

n % n % n %

Group A

�A 4 44.4 1 6.3 5 20.0

+A 4 44.4 15 93.8 19 76.0

Group B

�B 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

+B 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Group C

C 1 11.1 0 0.0 1 4.0

Total 9 36.0 16 64.0 25 Discrepancies
focused on M2 (61.8%), with a contributors ratio of 1:10. In this
particular case, the main kind of discrepancies consisted in the
wrongful inclusion of one allele in a stutter position (A) (42.6%),
and a wrongful exclusion in a non-stutter position (B) (43.2%). Only
for the markers Penta E and Penta D, was a consensus result
reported for M2 by the participants. In the case of the STR Penta E,
the result 8–9 was erroneously agreed since the expected result
was 8-9-18 (Slide 2, Appendix A) and the allele 18 passed
unnoticed for all participants (<50 RFU). In the case of the marker
Penta D, the consensus value was the correct one (12–13). The result
for this marker offered no problems for any of the participants
since both contributors of the mixture had an identical genotype
(12–13). Meanwhile, for the remaining markers in M2, at least two
different results were collected. In the STR markers D21S11, CSF1PO,
D3S1358, D16S539, D2S1338, D18S51 and D5S818, participants
issued at least 4 different results (see Table 5).

Mixture samples M1 and M4 had a 1:5 contributor ratio,
whereas sample M3 was 1:1. Samples M3 and M4 revealed a low
discrepancy rate, 2.7% and 3.8% respectively. However, M1 (1:5)
accumulated 31.7% of discrepancies from the whole exercise,
mainly of the type �A (37.3%) and +B (48.2%). The participants
reported unanimous results only for 4 of the analyzed 17 STR
markers (D3S1358, D13S317, D2S1338, TPOX), and more dis-
crepancies emerged in the STR D8S1179 where up to 4 different
results were reported by the participants (Slide 3, Appendix A).
Nearly all participants performed simultaneously the analyses of
markers included in the two kits provided by the organizers
(AmpFlSTR1 Identifiler1 and PowerPlex1 16 System). However, 4 of
the participating laboratories analyzed exclusively PowerPlex1 16

System kit. These participants did not detect the presence of one of
the alleles at two markers, the allele 6 (HUMTH01) and the allele
13 (D16S539) (Slide 4, Appendix A). Another interesting finding
was presented at the marker Penta E. Only 2 laboratories of all
Table 4
Discrepancies distribution on GHEP-MIX03 exercise. The keys for each group

appear in point 2.5 in this paper.

GHEP-MIX03 (N = 17)

M1 (1:5) M2 (1:10) M3 (1:3:7) Total

n % n % n % n %

Group A

�A 2 12.5 82 61.7 44 59.5 128 57.4

+A 7 43.8 7 5.3 25 33.8 39 17.5

Group B

�B 4 25.0 44 33.1 2 2.7 50 22.4

+B 2 12.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.9

Group C

C 1 6.3 0 0.0 3 4.1 4 1.8

Total 16 7.2 133 59.6 74 33.2 223 Discrepancies



Table 5
Distribution of different results obtained in each mixture for the samples analyzed in each GHEP-MIX

exercise. Samples in proportion 1:10 concentrated the largest number of different results reported by

laboratories. Also, results of GHEP-MIX03 exercise show that exclusive STR markers of a kit (e.g.

D10S1248, D22S1045, D1S1656, D12S391, D2S441) and, therefore, non-replicated with another kit, also

accumulate a great disparity of results. Key: (�), not analyzed.

Color key:
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participants reported the correct result as expected on the basis of
the contributors of the mixture (12-13-14-17). Allele 13 was
omitted for the most part of them (21 of 24) for being misidentified
with a stutter (Slide 5, Appendix A).

Another issue that is worth mentioning and that was evident
with this first M1, was the different behavior that different kits can
present with the same mixture sample concerning the imbalance
of the contributors (Slide 6, Appendix A). In certain situations, this
issue can mislead us to an erroneous assignment regarding the
proportion of each contributor in a mixture profile. In conse-
quence, it might affect the final conclusions deduced during the
evaluation of the results and so this may indicate the strong
convenience of employing different commercial kits to ensure
certain results and to confirm in this way the outcome of certain
mixture profiles.

3.2.3.2. Collaborative exercise GHEP-MIX02. In this edition of the
exercise, the number of discrepancies reported by the participants
was much lower (25). The only kind of discrepancies was of type A,
specifically +A (76%) and �A (20%). Sample M1 (1:5) showed fewer
discrepancies regarding the expected result (36%), compare to 64%
for M2 (2:1:1). Most of the participants reported the correct result,
75% (M1) and 87.5% (M2). On the other hand, two laboratories
which developed their activity exclusively in paternity cases,
accumulated most of the discrepancies: 72% and 89% respectively
for both samples, M1 and M2.
3.2.3.3. Collaborative exercise GHEP-MIX03. In the same way as in
collaborative exercise GHEP-MIX01, the majority of discrepancies
was detected in the sample with a 1:10 ratio (M2), accumulating
59.6% of them. Sample M3 (1:3:7) mainly encountered 33.2% of
discrepancies, while only 7.2% were in sample M1 (1:5).

Again, in the third edition, discrepancies which predominated
were of type A (74.9%) most of them �A (57.4%) focused in the
sample M2 (1:10), specifically on the markers D2S1388, FGA, TH01,
D1S1656 and D12S391 (AmpFlSTR1 NGM). For these markers, more
than 70% of the participants did not detect any of the alleles
expected in the mixture profile (Slide 7, Appendix A). For marker
D1S1656, detection of the micro variable 16.3 allele was omitted,
since in that profile an allele 17 also appeared. Therefore, the
proximity of both alleles made the distinction between them
difficult, making allele 16.3 unnoticed. In relation to allele 19 of
D12S391, present in one of the contributors of the mixture, it was
not detected by any participant. As it is known, the STRs D1S1656
and D12S391 markers are exclusive of AmpFlSTR1 NGM kit, so
participants could not have a second analysis with another kit so as
to accept or discard the definitive result of the marker. However,
the discrepancy rate (type �A) in the analysis of shared STR
markers with the two studied kits was significantly lower when
the analysis was carried out with the AmpFlSTR Identifiler1 Plus kit
than when they were analyzed with the AmpFlSTR1 NGM kit
(D2S1388, FGA and TH01) (Slide 8, Appendix A). In this way, the
rate of discrepancies for the TH01 marker varied from 87.5% to
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29.4%, while for FGA produced a decrease of 75–11.76% and for
D2S1388 of 68.75–11.76%. These data, again, indicate the different
behavior of different commercial kits to the same questioned
sample and how the use of both may turn out to be very
convenient.

3.3. Statistical treatment evaluation

Two editions of the exercise (GHEP-MIX02 and GHEP-MIX03)
incorporated a block where it was intended to address statistical
issues in the assessment of profile mixtures. The objectives in each
issue were different, and so the approach was also distinct.

3.3.1. Locked hypothesis (GHEP-MIX02)

In the GHEP-MIX02 exercise, the material that was distributed
to the participants consisted of a partial genetic profile (only 6 STR
markers) in a PDF file, as well as a table containing the genetic
profile of a hypothetical suspect and a population allele frequency
table [23]. With that information, coordinators requested labora-
tories to calculate the LR value (likelihood ratio) in two different
scenarios, for which the prosecution hypothesis (Hp) and the
defense hypothesis (Hd) were provided and proposed by the
coordinators of the exercise.

This exercise sought to minimize as much as possible the
variables which could cause dispersion in the final data. The main
objective of this exercise was simply to evaluate the LR value and
show the formulas employed and deductions carried out for this
purpose.

The locked hypotheses proposed were as follows:

First scenario:
Hp: The suspect and another unknown person provide the
genetic material of the sample.
Hd: Two unrelated unknown individuals provide the genetic
material of the sample.
Second scenario:
Hp: The suspect and the victim provide the genetic material of
the sample.
Hd: The victim and an unrelated unknown individual provide
the genetic material of the sample.

As expected, in both theoretical cases a high degree of
consensus was achieved (Table S5, Appendix A), 78.3% (18 over
23 participants) for the first scenario and 73.9% (17 over 23
participants) for the second one. Laboratories that agreed on the
result of the partial LR reported had used the formulas developed
by Weir et al. [22] (Table S5, Appendix A). There are basically two
reasons that explain the non consensus results. Firstly, a block of
discrepancies was attributable to erroneous transcriptions of the
provided allele frequencies thus affecting some of the partial LR
values. This type of error was detected in one participant (scenario
1) and in two participants (scenario 2). The second reason, there
were also errors attributable to improper use of the formulae
employed for the calculation of the partial LR, specifically in
3 laboratories (scenario 1) and 3 laboratories (scenario 2). It is
worth pointing out that the errors were mainly encountered in
5 laboratories, being the same participants those who made the
same mistakes for both scenarios.

3.3.2. Open hypothesis (GHEP-MIX03)

In the third edition of the exercise, similar material of the
previous edition was provided to the participating laboratories:
partial genetic profile (only 6 STR markers), a table containing the
genetic profile of two possible suspects and an allele frequency
table from the Spanish population [23]. This exercise focused its
interest on getting to know how the laboratories carry out the
approach of freely making the hypotheses and know how the LR
value calculation is carried out.

The first of the two cases proposed a scenario in which a
condom containing traces of semen had been found in the house of
a victim of a sexual assault, generating a mixture profile as a result
of the analysis. Participants were required to weigh the contribu-
tion of two suspects by calculating the LR value. The second mock
case proposed a different scenario, in this case, a condom was
found at the scene of crime. From its external side a mixture profile
was obtained. In addition, the suspect and the victim’s profile are
also available. The laboratories were asked if the suspect was
involved in the attack, requiring the calculation of the value of LR.

3.3.2.1. Mock case 1. With respect to the first hypothetical case, all
participants except one carried out a statistical assessment of the
compatibility of the suspects regarding the analyzed mixture.
According to the type of hypothesis approaches issued by the
participating laboratories, they were classified into three groups
(Table 6). A first group consisting of 5 laboratories which
considered as the only option the joint participation of the two
suspects by proposing to this pair of hypotheses Hp = S1+S2 and
Hd = 2U (unknown) for the calculation of the LR value. In contrast,
the larger group of participants (11) reported 3 different LR values,
taking into account different pairs of hypotheses. These partici-
pants argued that depending on other data concerning the
background of the case, the use of one or another approach could
be more indicated. However, in the absence of these data, the
participants would decide which of the more reasonable options
would be addressed in the final report. Thus, like the first group of
participants, they evaluated the possibility of joint participation of
the two suspects (Hp = S1+S2, Hd = 2U). However, they also
considered weighing separately the contribution of each suspect,
proposing to suspect 1 this pair of hypotheses Hp = S1+U and
Hd = 2U and this one for suspect 2, Hp = S2+U and Hd = 2U. Only
one participant considered the unique option of evaluating the LR
for each of the two suspects separately. For this participant the
joint assessment of both suspects in the Hp against two unknown
persons (Hd) was not conservative. In addition, this approach
increases artificially and erroneously the LR value that would
correspond to the participation of every suspect if it was made
separately. In fact, in the proposed case the laboratories obtained a
consensus LR value of 1.12 � 1011 (Hp = S1+S2 and Hd = 2U)
against 1.48 � 105 (Hp = S1+U and Hd = 2U) values for suspect 1 or
3.14 � 103 (Hp = S2+U and Hd = 2U) for suspect 2 (Table S7,
Appendix A).

56.3% of the participants (Table S7, Appendix A) whom in some
of their options considered the joint assessment of both suspects,
agreed upon a final LR value (1.12 � 1011). However, some
laboratories showed final LR values discrepant in various degrees
of magnitude with respect to the consensus (minimum value
6.17 � 1010 and maximum value of 2.64 � 1017). These discrepant
values were promptly focused on two participants. The cause
seems attributable to errors in the use of the formulas employed or
the wrong transcription of allele frequencies.

More agreement (83.3%) was obtained on the value of the final
LR (1.48 � 105) when the participation of suspect 1 was assessed
separately to the contribution of the mixture profile problem.
Again, deviations from the consensus LR value were focused in a
few (2) laboratories. These deviations were due to changes in the
value of some partial LR for a certain marker, which resulted in
changes in the final LR value. Errors, as in the previous case, were
mainly encountered in the same participating laboratories.
Furthermore, in assessing suspect 2 separately, the value of the
LR consensus was 3.14 � 103 and it was reported by 50% of the
participants. In this situation the LR values ranged from 7.74 � 102

to 3.8 � 108. More details can be seen in Table S7 (Appendix A).



Table 6
Descriptive statistics for the distribution of established hypotheses by participants on GHEP-MIX03 exercise. Keys: Hp, prosecution hypothesis; Hd, defense hypothesis; S,

suspect; V, victim; U, unknown.

Case 1 (N = 17) Case 2 (N = 17)

Hypothesis couples (LR = Hp/Hd) n (labs) % Hypothesis couples (LR = Hp/Hd) n (labs) %

2S/2U 5 29.4 (S+V)/(V+U) 8 47.1

(2S/2U) + [(S1+U)/2U] + [(S2+U)/2U] 11 64.7 [(S+V)/(V+U)] + [(S+V)/2U] 2 11.8

[(S1+U)/2U] + [(S2+U)/2U] 1 5.9 [(S+V)/(V+U)] + [(S+V)/2U] + [(S+V)/(S+U)] 1 5.9

(S+V)/2U 3 17.6

[(S+V)/(V+U)] + [(S+V)/2U] + [(V+U)/2U] 1 5.9

[(S+V)/(V+U)] + [(S+V)/2U]+ [(S+U)/2U] 1 5.9

[(S+U)/2U] + [(V+U)/2U] 1 5.9
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3.3.2.2. Mock case 2. The second case (details in Table 6 and Table
S8, Appendix A) generated a variety of proposals with respect to
the assumptions made. Participants reported a total of 5 different
combinations of hypotheses to explain the case proposed. As in the
first mock case, several participants considered various possibili-
ties simultaneously. A total of 13 laboratories out of 17, considered
the Hp = S+V and Hd = U+V hypotheses as the best that explained
the situation that arose. For this pair of hypotheses, 84.6% of the
laboratories (11) agreed on an LR value of 3.52 � 107, however,
minor variations were observed with respect to that value
(3.30 � 107 and 6.96 � 108) for the remaining two labs. On the
other hand, 8 out of 17 participants considered that it was possible
to explain the scenario proposed in this case through this pair of
hypotheses Hp = S+V and Hd = 2U. In this case, all but one
laboratory obtained a consensus result of 1.12 � 1011. Some
examples of justifications for these hypotheses were based on
statements of the type ‘‘Being a sign not coming from the body’s

victim we might consider as disputed both the victim and the suspect’’

or ‘‘The prosecution will present the hypothesis that the observed

remains belong to the victim and the suspect while the defense will

question the suspect intervention attempting to show that the profile

mix detected has been caused by two unknown’’. Although with
minor representation, other pairs of hypotheses were raised by the
participants to explain this case (e.g. Hp = S+V and Hd = S+U,
Hp = S+V and Hd = 2U, Hp = S+U and Hd = 2U, Hp = V+U and
Hd = 2U).

4. Conclusion

To our knowledge, this is the first collaborative exercise that
offers you to perform a complete evaluation of editing, interpreta-
tion and statistical assessment of DNA mixture profiles. The
training stage in the forensic field is essential in order to thrive and
transmit with certainty the result of the analysis to the courtroom.
The analysis and interpretation of profiles is one of the fields of
forensics that currently raises greater interest in the forensic
community [4–11,24,25]. In our opinion, the main objective of
training, initially delineated by the GHEP-ISFG Mixture Commis-
sion, has been fulfilled. The different degrees in complexity of
samples analyzed in the various exercises has supplied a collection
of data and experiences that offer forensic laboratories a useful tool
in the analysis of mixture DNA profiles.

The data collected in this study point to the need that the
forensic laboratories, as part of ISO/IEC 17025:2005 [17], must
validate the methods used for analysis by the laboratory and, in
particular, for the analysis of mixture profiles. It is well known that
behavior of mixture profiles at different phases of analysis
(amplification, electrophoresis, results generation, interpretation
and editing) is completely different from that of single profiles. The
data points out to a growing trend toward the validation of this
type of analysis, although often this type of validation is carried out
in laboratories with ‘‘controlled’’ samples which sometimes do not
accurately reflect the reality of samples received in forensic cases.
It becomes especially noticeable that the highest rate of
discrepancies is spotted in stutter positions, where alleles are
assigned or omitted erroneously (error type A). A thorough
knowledge of the kits used as well as a strong internal validation
by the laboratory could significantly reduce these kinds of
discrepancies.

Similarly, these data allow us to conclude that concerning the
disproportion between the contributors of a mixture, the greater it
is, the higher the error rates are. The samples at 1:10 proportions
present more than 60% of the total number of discrepancies for
each respective exercise. However, for a contributor ratio at 1:5
total error rates were variable, ranging from 36% (GHEP-MIX02) to
3.8% (GHEP-MIX01). These data highlight the importance of the
genotypic combination of the contributors to the mixture’s profile.

Due to the different behavior of different commercial kits with
the same DNA extract, the results obtained in some of the exercises
emphasize the need to analyze the sample using more than one kit,
in order to be able to duplicate the result for confirmatory
purposes.

With respect to the statistical treatment section, some
interesting conclusions can also be drawn. All laboratories used
the LR value as the statistical parameter and the formulas used to
carry out such statistical treatment were similar [5,21,22]. The
organizers’ proposal of the employment of fixed hypotheses to
assess the value of the LR in the hypothetical cases (GHEP-MIX02)
generated a broad consensus in the reported data. The discre-
pancies observed in the calculation of the LR were attributable to
transcription errors of the data (clerical mistakes) (e.g. values of
allele frequencies) and were mainly encountered in a few
laboratories (2) anyway. However, when the approach to formu-
late the hypotheses was left open to enable the calculation of the
LR value (according to each laboratory’s criteria), the results
obtained were much more scattered and quite varied. In this sense,
detailed knowledge of the background of the case will certainly
allow to adjust more accurately the assumptions to work on. In the
absence of this information, it seems advisable to offer to the judge
different possibilities of assumptions and hypotheses, in cases
where these have not already been pinpointed by the prosecutor or
defense.

At this point, the results shown in this survey indicate the need
and the importance of continuing training in terms of analysis and
interpretation of mixture profiles. This has been continuously
pointed out by several international institutions and organizations
(NIST, ENFSI, ISFG, GHEP-ISFG) which have been permanently
contributing to this respect in the recent years.
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